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1. Introduction
Today’s industrial sensors and actuators are connected via standardized or proprietary interfaces. On lowest
ISO‐layer hardware a wide spread historically grown set of technical solutions like e.g. current driven
interfaces 4…20mA for long distances and RS485 in differential modes can be found, reflecting the history of
industrial measurement equipment.
This bunch of different solutions leads to rising issues in today’s centralized data processing structure due to
a missing overall data communication and processing standard which covers all aspects from production
planning down to the smallest temperature sensor. A lot of different gateways between several hardware
interfaces and data communication structures are needed to handle the overall data information flow
throughout the industrial facilities. As a consequence this raises development costs and risks of incorrect
data processing as well as increasing integration effort if seen from a global system standpoint for an e.g.
industrial manufacturing plant. Additionally maintenance effort is increasing as well.
Therefore a standard gateway hardware which integrates at least major industrial interfaces on one hand
and provides a unique data communication structure on the other hand might be a good solution to reduce
issues and effort as mentioned above.
For the prototype of a standard gateway hardware a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) solution has
been chosen to provide a changeable base for investigation and research in that area. It provides a flexible
way to overcome all development issues during the research phase of this project. Additionally it provides
the base for development of a new central processing unit (CPU) which might be optimized for gateway
applications as well as processing performance, memory requirements and input/output interface flexibility.
Finally this FPGA‐based gateway hardware will be used to found a new central processing family (CPU) in
silicon which is suitable for industrial data communication purposes.
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2. General Considerations
2.1. Motivation
If a simple Embedded Sensor or Actuator shall become accessible via higher layered software application
and data profile for web services (DPWS) as services on top of communication stacks, there must be a lower
layer functionality available which handles all related communication in software and hardware. Usually
this is a hardware platform with appropriate interfaces like e.g. Ethernet plus I/O drivers which provide
basic interface API to a so called real time operating system. On top of this runs a communication protocol
stack like e.g. TCP/IP which provides the communication interface to DPWS protocol stack and a user
application.

2.2. Functional Overview
A detailed functional overview can be found at ‘Deliverable 2.2 Specification of Service Gateways for non‐
service enabled Devices, SOCRADES, 14.06.2007’, [3]. Graphics below shows those proposed structure.

Figure 1: Proposed Initial FPGA MCU
This document shall give an overview for the FPGA based hardware and an estimation and proposal of max.
memory assembly, if a hardware, driver, communication protocol stack and upper communication layers
like DPWS shall be implemented used in a so called Embedded Microcontroller System (EMS).
For this purpose initial development hardware has been realized to test possibilities on industrial
communication endpoints like sensors, actuators and basic motor control e.g. brushless‐DC motors (BLDC).
For further detailed information schematics are found later in this document and on [13] plus some hints on
input/output interfacing.
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3. Constrains and Assumptions
3.1. Limitations
3.1.1. DPWS Assumptions
This document does not explain DPWS functionality. It is out of scope of this document and therefore it is
assumed that web services related knowledge is available from other sources.

3.1.2. General Memory Requirements
It might be feasible that a full blown SW implementation plus an industrial application might exceed the
currently available internal memory storage of tiny microcontrollers who commercially target the Embedded
Controller market. This might be feasible for the FPGA evaluation prototype hardware as well.

1.1.1.1. RAM Memory Requirements
For the first estimation works – prior availability of FPGA evaluation prototype hardware ‐ a temporary
Cortex‐M3 microcontroller (see 3.1.3) has been used who got approx. 64KByte of SRAM memory available
which is premium for tiny low cost microcontroller implementations. This might exceed dynamic allocation
and internal variable space as well as network communication buffer space on a full blown SW
implementation plus an industrial application.

1.1.1.2. ROM/FLASH Memory Requirements
For the first implementation works ‐ prior availability of FPGA evaluation prototype hardware ‐ a temporary
Cortex‐M3 microcontroller (see 3.1.3) has been used who got 256Kbyte of programmable FLASH memory
available. This might exceed required code and constant space to implement all software layers from
application layer down to the driver software for I/O interfaces.

3.1.3. Early Development Environment
During start of the project the considered FPGA evaluation prototype hardware which contains ARM
CORTEX‐M1 plus industrial input/output interfaces hasn’t been available. Therefore a different platform has
temporarily been used to run software implementation and hardware development in parallel.
For this reason, a Luminary EKK‐LM3S6965/LM3S6965 has been chosen which contains a ARM CORTEX‐M3
core which is a derivative of the ARM CORTEX‐M family as well as CORTEX‐M1 for the FPGA evaluation
prototype. Furthermore it contains one of the largest memory storage spaces commercially available in this
performance class of tiny microcontrollers which target the Industrial market (64Kbyte RAM plus 256Kbyte
FLASH/ROM).

3.1.4. FPGA Implementation Performance
The CORTEX‐M1 has been implemented into a FPGA device to focus mainly on maximum flexibility for the
designers of the hardware demonstrator. Due to this the performance for the microcontroller core has been
limited due to FPGA timings and does not run at maximum available processing speed and performance
level. This might have significant impact on the overall system performance on the hardware demonstrator
board.
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3.1.5. DPWS Source Code
Currently available DPWS open source code software has been implemented for ultra high performance
X86‐ based central processing units (CPU) which run under Windows™ or LINUX based operating systems
which provide much larger storage capacities, ‘built‐in’ communication stacks like TCP/IP and interface
flexibilities of the shelf. Additionally common development environments like MS Visual Studio™ had been
used for previous development.
No dedicated Embedded Hard Real Time Operating System is currently supported ‘of‐the‐shelf’ in the
source code files, no other central processing units than X86 are in the focus. Therefore it might be
impossible to estimate hardware requirements for a FPGA evaluation prototype hardware on
implementations of DPWS services and industrial applications with available hardware resources and
reasonable effort within this project schedule.

3.2. Applicability to Industrial Domains
3.2.1. Applicable Industrial Domains
The FPGA evaluation prototype hardware shall be applicable to all industrial command and control
domains.

3.2.2. Excluded Industrial Domains
Explicitly excluded are Industrial Domains which require a safety standard, a so called safety level or a
safety certification due to prototype status of the FPGA Evaluation Prototype Hardware Platform. The FPGA
Evaluation Prototype Hardware Platform shall not be used in security domains as well due to its prototype
status.

3.3. Software Environment Overview
3.3.1. uVision Development Suite
For accessing registers, download of source code or tracing memory contents of the FPGA Evaluation
Prototype Hardware Platform an ARM REALVIEW ICE™ microcontroller debugger is connected to a
standard PC platform. It connects to the FPGA Evaluation Prototype Hardware Platform via a hardware
adapter from onboard JTAG debugger connection to a standard USBbus based PC platform.

3.3.2. Limitations
Not all functional features of the software environment suite software are implemented or tested due to
prototype state of the FPGA Evaluation Prototype Hardware Platform and limited resource availability
during the tight project schedule.
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4. Prototype Hardware Platform
4.1. FPGA Evaluation Prototype Hardware Platform
Graphics below shows the FPGA Evaluation Prototype Hardware Platform. The intended printed circuit
board (PCB) size of about ~160 x ~120mm and assembled connectors and switches document a suitable form
factor for industrial environments.

Figure 2: ARM FPGA Evaluation Prototype Hardware Platform
For non‐lab usage a solid Aluminium case shall be used later on to avoid electrostatic influences as well as
dirt and firth to influence the functionality by rust and oxidation especially on connectors.

4.2. Schematics of the FPGA Evaluation Prototype Hardware
The FPGA evaluation prototype hardware provides several input/output interfaces combined around a
central FPGA unit which contains main functionality like CORTEX‐M1 (CPU), Ethernet Controller,
integrated brushless direct current (BLDC) motor controller and many others suitable in today’s industrial
area.
Some slight deviations from chapter 2.2 are implemented to enhance industrial use case.
A detailed functionality is shown in schematics seen below. Detailed schematics are available from [13].
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4.2.1. FPGA Configuration, User-IF, JTAG-Interface and Reset-Logic

Figure 3: FPGA‐Configuration, User‐IF, JTAG‐Interface and Reset‐Logic

A wide variety of push‐button switches as well as general purpose switches are available. Additionally the
global reset device plus general purpose LED’s are shown finally the FPGA configuration PROM plus
connections to FPGA logic summarize this sheet.
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4.2.2. Internal Power Supplies and Voltage Generation

Figure 4: Internal Power Supplies and Voltage Generation
This sheet shows global voltage generation and regulators derived from the 15V…24V DC central power
connector. Voltages of 3.3V, 5V and 15V DC are generated as well as 2.5V, 1.8V and 1.0V for the digital logic.
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4.2.3. SRAM & FLASH Memory Interfaces

Figure 5: SRAM and FLASH Memory Interfaces

As later on mentioned in detail in chapter 4.4 the 32bit wide FLASH memory is connected to the central
FPGA. Two SRAM devices of 256K words x 16bit = 4MBit static memory organized 32bit wide are available
as well. 32bit wide access provides maximum data performance for the Cortex‐M device.
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4.2.4. CANbus and Serial Line Interfaces

Figure 6: CANbus and Serial Line Interfaces
A single industrial/automotive CANbus line is available as well as a standard RS232 serial line and 2x8 1
Ampere integrated high power digital output drivers with re‐read digital input lines. Both are connected to a
special D‐SUB connector. The RS485 is a differential serial line commonly used in long distance wired
industrial sensor automation.
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4.2.5. Ethernet and Wireless Network

Figure 7: Ethernet and Wireless Network Interfaces

The Ethernet controller MII‐interface is connected to a commonly used shielded twisted pair connector on
one hand and the FPGA‐build‐in MAC‐Ethernet controller on the other hand. The wireless ZigBee™
interface is realized by a plug‐in module from an external company.
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4.2.6. MOSFET Power Stage for External BLDC Motor

Figure 8: MOSFET Power stage for external BLDC‐Motor
The MOSFET power stage directly drives the coils of the BLDC‐motor. A 3‐phase DC current sensing group
of devices provides detailed information on the load of the BLDC‐motor. Additionally three MOSFET gate
drivers are supplied to accelerate high speed FET gate switching which minimizes power loss on the 3‐phase
bridge build from six power‐MOSFET’s and prevent a shortage of VBAT and GND level.
The dynamic control over time diagram of the 3‐phase DC is seen in chapter 4.6.1. The control BLDC‐motor
controller acts independent from the CORTEX‐M ECU.
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4.2.7. Hall Sensors and Analog/Digital Converters

Figure 9: Hall Sensors and Analogue/Digital Converters
The FPGA evaluation prototype hardware provides digital Hall sensor inputs or analogue Hall sensor inputs
which will be converted to digital representation by analogue‐to‐digital converters. An analogue reference
voltage unit plus an encoder interface for angle sensing are provided to give more flexibility to the industrial
application.
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4.2.8. LED’s, DC-Capacitors and Clock Generation

Figure 10: User LED’s, DC‐Capacitors and Clock Generation
A central master clock of 25MHz is used drive all synchronous logic inside the FPGA device.
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4.2.9. FPGA Connectors and Digital I/O Interface

Figure 11: FPGA Connector Usage and Digital Input/Output Interface

For completeness all active input/output signal to the FPGA are shown in a final sheet as seen above.
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4.3. ARM CORTEX-M1 on FPGA
The processor is intended for deeply embedded applications that require a small processor integrated
into an FPGA. This is a low gate count ARM core that features (subset):
•

ARM architecture v6‐M. A Thumb® Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) that also includes the 32‐bit
Thumb‐2 BL, MRS, MSR, ISB, DSB, and DMB instructions.

•

Operating System (OS) extension option. If this option is implemented, functionality within the
processor is enabled that is capable of running an operating system. This includes the SVC
instruction, a banked stack pointer register, and an integrated system timer.

•

System exception model.

•

Handler and Thread modes.

•

Stack pointers. One stack pointer is always present.

•

Thumb state only.

•

ARM architecture v6‐M style BE‐8/LE support. Data endianness is configurable. Instructions and
system control registers are always little‐endian. If your processor has debug, debug resources and
debugger accesses are always little‐endian.

•

No hardware support for unaligned accesses.

•

Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC). The NVIC is closely integrated with the processor to
achieve low latency interrupt processing. Features include:

•

the number of external interrupts that you can configure, 1, 8, 16 or 32

•

Processor state automatically saved on interrupt entry and restored on interrupt exit, with no
instruction overhead.

•

Memory and external AHB‐Lite interfaces.

•

Optional full debug or reduced debug solutions that feature:

•

debug access to all memory and registers in the system, including the processor register bank when
the core is halted

•

Debug Access Port (DAP)

•

BreakPoint Unit (BPU) for implementing breakpoints

•

Data Watchpoint (DW) unit for implementing watchpoints

•

32‐bit hardware multiplier. You can choose either the standard multiplier or a smaller, lower
performance multiplier implementation.

For further information please see 5.1.

4.4. FLASH-Memory
FLASH memory on the FPGA evaluation prototype hardware is realized external to the FPGA itself. There
are two memory mapped FLASH devices of type JS28F320 available which provide two‐times 32MBit of
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non‐volatile FLASH memory storage space. It is organized in two 16bit‐words to built a 32bit‐sized
instruction/data storage. These sums up to 2 x 16bit x 2048 Megaword and equals to more common 8Mbytes.

4.5. JTAG Debugging Interface
The JTAG Debugging interface is compatible to the ARM JTAG debug port specification. Please see 5.1 for
further information.

4.6. BLDC-Motor Demonstration Hardware
For demonstrating the FPGA Evaluation Prototype Hardware Platform an industrial grade brushless DC‐
motor (BLDC) will be connected.

Figure 12: A brushless DC‐Motor (BLDC)
The MOSFET power stage for an external BLDC motor will drive the coils accordingly by block
commutation. The angle of the BLDC‐motor rotor will be reported by digital Hall‐sensors. Hall‐sensor
signals will be reported via digital Hall‐sensor input interface lines to the BLDC‐motor controller to close the
servo loop.
The base frequency for driving the BLDC‐motor is ~20kHz which represents a phase duration of about
~20uS. The spinning speed will be determined by pulse width modulation (PWM) which is selectable from
zero to hundred percent (0…100%). Please see chapter 5 for further information.

4.6.1. Block Commutation Principle
A brushless DC‐Motor with Hall‐sensor driven block commutation contains of three‐coils which are
switched to positive DC‐voltage or Ground or Float in a predefined sequence to get the BLDC‐Motor rotor
start spinning by inducing magnetic fields.
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The graphics below may illustrate this topic.

Figure 13: Block Commutation with ext. Hall Sensors

The so called Hall sensors (A, B, C) indicate the FPGA‐based Motor controller the rotation angel of the
BLDC‐Motor rotor in a feedback loop. According to the rotating angel appropriate coils are connected to
positive voltage, ground or simply float unconnected.
On the FPGA evaluation prototype hardware the MOSFET power stage gets its switching characteristics
from the FPGA‐based motor controller and handles related power switching in a tree‐phase power bridge
implemented on low DS‐resistance MOS field effect transistors (MOSFET).

4.6.2. CPU-Independent Implementation
The BLDC‐Motor Controller is independently implemented of the FPGA based central processing unit
(CPU). Hence it does not consume any CPU computing performance or cause interrupt‐load while running
the BLDC‐motor’s fields. This saves systems performance while unloading switching of coils and reading
Hall‐sensor inputs from the CPU and CPU‐Interrupt system.

4.6.3. Motor Controller Interfaces
The BLDC‐Motor controller supports various interface options like digital Hall sensors, Analogue Hall
sensors, pulse‐width modulation with varying percentages between 0…100% and several other indicator bits
to control several types of motors.

4.7. FPGA Access Interface
FPGA evaluation prototype hardware can be accessed by ARM REALVIEW ICE™ debugging hardware via
onboard JTAG connector. Support for ULINK2 debugger is under development.
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6. Acronyms and Abbreviations
Abbreviation /
Acronym:
DPWS
EMS
API

Description:
Data Profile for Web Services
Embedded Microcontroller System
Application Programming Interface

CPU
MPU
L1
L2
SIL
MCU
C/C
IRQ
Core
PCB
TRM
C&C

Central Processing Unit
Memory Protection Unit
1st level memory
2nd level memory
Safety Integrity Level
Microcontroller Unit
Command and Control
Interrupt Request
A CPU plus closely located functional resources
Printed Circuit Board
Technical Reference Manual
Command and Control

Term:

Description:

Driver
External device

Software & API to command/control (C/C) a piece of hardware
A physical external entity; e.g. a second microcontroller

As this is a document from professionals for professionals, all other terms are expected to be known
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7. Annex A – Dissemination Levels
PU
PP
RE
CO

Public
Restricted to other programme participants (including the Commission Services)
Restricted to a group specified by the consortium (including the Commission Services)
Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including the Commission Services)
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